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World Record Mystery Simon and Schuster
In Buggy Breakout, spring has sprung, bringing...bugs?
The Clue Crew must use their best detective skills to
recover the Bug Club’s prize insect.
The Circus Scare ABDO
Nancy, Bess, and George are heading up the youth campaign
to save the recently fire-gutted River Heights recreation
center. Nancy suspects foul play and discovers missing
insurance payments. Then someone begins sabatoging the
fundraising and threatening the campaign leader, Mary
McGregor. As Nancy tries to figure out whose to blame for
the suspicious fire, she discovers danger smoldering in the
ashes.

The Make-a-Pet Mystery Simon and Schuster
The Great Unicorn Caper! Sparkle the unicorn has gone missing
from the town's medieval festival. Did third-grade diva Destiny
Delgado or the mischievous Toby Leo steal Sparkle? Or did the
wand Nancy bought from the fortune-teller make Sparkle disappear?
Once again it's up to Nancy, Bess, and George to look for clues and
find the culprit. Follow the Clue Crew as they solve this magical
mystery!
Case of the Sneaky Snowman ABDO
Nancy, George, and Bess have been invited
to an April Fool's Day party at their new
schoolmate's house. It sounds like it's
going to be a lot of fun -- each guest is
bringing a gag to the party, and the best
prank will win a special prize. When two of
the guests' fancy new electronics go
missing, Nancy knows something's up. Is
this someone's idea of a joke? The Clue
Crew certainly isn't laughing, and they're
on the case to find the missing gadgets.
Chick-napped! Simon and Schuster
Part coming of age, part call to action, this fast-paced #ownvoices novel
about a Deaf teenager is a unique and inspiring exploration of what it
means to belong. Smart, artistic, and independent, sixteen year old Piper
is tired of trying to conform. Her mom wants her to be “normal,” to
pass as hearing, to get a good job. But in a time of food scarcity,
environmental collapse, and political corruption, Piper has other things
on her mind—like survival. Piper has always been told that she needs to
compensate for her Deafness in a world made for those who can hear.
But when she meets Marley, a new world opens up—one where
Deafness is something to celebrate, and where resilience means taking
action, building a com-munity, and believing in something better.
Published to rave reviews as Future Girl in Australia (Allen & Unwin,
Sept. 2020), this empowering, unforgettable story is told through a visual
extravaganza of text, paint, collage, and drawings. Set in an ominously
prescient near future, The Words in My Hands is very much a novel for
our turbulent times.
A Race Against Time ABDO
Help Nancy and her friends find out who’s causing a major pool party
problem in this first book in an all-new, interactive Nancy Drew chapter book
series. Includes space for readers to jot down their own ideas and solutions to
the case! Snooty Deidre Shannon writes in her blog “Dishing with Deidre”
that since eight is half of sixteen, she’s entitled to a Super Sweet Half-Sixteen
party this year! And since the Shannons have a pool, she’s decided to make
mermaids her theme. Nancy, Bess, and George are invited to the big bash,
where all party guests must dress in under-the-sea-themed costumes. For her
grand entrance, Deidre dresses as a mermaid and is carried out on a giant half-
shell by six teenage “sea creatures.” The garden boasts hedges clipped into
the shapes of various types of ocean life. Deidre’s father even booked
“Queen Mermaid Marissa” to perform in their pool—fin and all. But when
a squirmy snake is found swimming in the pool too, Queen Marissa leaves in a
huff! Who would sabotage the mermaid pool performance? Nancy, Bess, and
George intend to find out!
Camp Creepy Annick Press
Help Nancy and her friends find a missing lucky headband so River
Heights teen Katie can break the world record at the local arcade’s
dance game in the eighth book in the interactive Nancy Drew Clue
Book mystery series. Everyone in River Heights has shown up to watch
Katie McCabe try to beat the world record for the Dance-A-Thon
game. Judges are coming to the arcade to see how quickly she can spin
across the electronic dance floor and how many points she can win. But
just as Katie’s about to get ready, she notices her lucky headband has
gone missing! She always wears the blue, sparkly headband when she
competes and knows she’ll bomb without it. Luckily, Nancy takes her
Clue Book everywhere. Nancy, Bess, and George are on the case! Who
is sabotaging Katie’s big day? Could it be the owner of the rival arcade,
Michael Parker, who wanted the judges to see his world record sock

attempt? Or May Bensen, the current Dance-A-Thon record holder?
It’s up to the Clue Crew—and you—to find out!
Sleepover Sleuths Simon and Schuster
In Treasure Trouble, Nancy, George, and Bess are headed to Barnacle
Beach for a pirate-themed birthday party. But when the treasure chest
filled with party favors disappears, playtime is over. With the help of a
mysterious treasure map, the Clue Crew needs to reclaim the missing
loot before the party’s completely ruined. In Double Take, the Clue
Crew has competition—one of their classmates has started a rival
sleuthing club! Can Nancy and the girls solve the latest case before the
phony detectives do?
Cape Mermaid Mystery Simon and Schuster
A mystery for the history books! River Heights Elementary School
has been waiting a generation for this day to come. All the kids in
Mrs. Ramirez’s class, including Nancy Drew and her friends Bess
and George, have gathered to watch Principal Newman dig up the
time capsule that was buried over 30 years ago. But, when it’s
unearthed, a very important vintage doll is missing from the
capsule. How is that possible? It’s been buried this whole time.
Did a classmate steal it before the dig? Nancy Drew and the Clue
Crew are on the case!
Nancy Drew 01: the Secret of the Old Clock Simon and Schuster
Can Nancy solve this chilling mystery? Who wears a blue scarf and old rubber
boots, and has broccoli for a nose? It's Sherlock -- Nancy, Bess, and George's
snowman! The girls are thrilled to be on winter vacation and take part in all of
the season's activities! Nancy's friend Deirdre has even transformed herself
into Madame Chocolata, a fortune-teller who predicts the future by reading
hot cocoa marshmallows! But the wintry days get a little too chilly after many
of Deirdre's visions come true. Sherlock even goes missing -- just as predicted!
Can the Clue Crew put a freeze on this mystery before it snowballs out of
control?
Scream for Ice Cream ABDO
Nancy Drew and the Clue Crew are off to the beach—and
sleuthing for ghosts! Nancy and her friends are headed for the
shores of Cape Mermaid, New Jersey, where they are hoping to
spend a fun-filled week. But as soon as they arrive at an old inn on
the beach, strange things start to happen—spooky noises, a
message for help, and a possible ghost sighting. Could the rumored
ghost of Cape Mermaid actually exist? Or is there more to the story
than meets the eye? It’s up to the Clue Crew to solve the mystery!
Pool Party Puzzler Simon and Schuster
In Cat Burglar Caper, someone is stealing kittens from the local pet
store! Fortunately for the cats, Nancy and her friends are on the case⋯.
SLEEPOVER SLEUTHS(CD1���)(NANCY DREW AND THE
CLUE CREW 1) Simon and Schuster
When a Shetland pony named Buttons keeps escaping from the local
petting zoo, Nancy and the rest of the Clue Crew must try to figure out
how he is getting out.
Sleepover Sleuths Simon and Schuster
Paws on parade! River Heights is hosting its first fashion show -- for dogs!
Proceeds will go to the Rollover Rescue animal shelter. The Clue Crew is
excited because not only will the day be filled with tons of cute pooches, but
Nancy's own puppy, Chocolate Chip, will be a model in the show! But of
course, there are some bumps along this fashion show's runway when
someone steals a special basket of gourmet dog biscuits. They belong to doggy-
diva Lola, a fancy poodle who's the star of the show! Can the Clue Crew sniff
out this doggy-biscuit burglar?
Princess Mix-up Mystery Simon and Schuster
In this Nancy Drew and the Clew Crew adventure, Nancy and her
friends must track down a beautiful—and very rare—butterfly
when it goes missing from the new butterfly museum. Nancy, Bess,
and George can’t wait to check out Flutter House, an awesome
new museum that’s all about butterflies! The girls are thrilled
when they get to see the beautiful creatures up close and personal.
But soon after their class leaves, the rarest butterfly, a Blue Morpho,
goes missing! It’s up to the Clue Crew to get the valuable
butterfly back safely. But with a long suspect list and not many
clues, it’s going to be a tough case for Nancy and her friends.
The Nancy Drew and the Clue Crew Collection Sleepover Sleuths
Nancy, George, and Bess must solve a mystery during a three-day
overnight camp at the local zoo when someone steals the toys the
campers made for the animals.
Puppy Love Prank ABDO
It’s five times the mysteries—and five time the fun—with this
paperback boxed set of the first five books in the Nancy Drew and
the Clue Crew series! The first five books in the Nancy Drew and
the Clue Crew chapter book series are now available in a collectible
boxed set, perfect for aspiring sleuths! This clue-filled boxed set
includes: Sleepover Sleuths Scream for Ice Cream Pony Problems
The Cinderella Ballet Mystery The Case of the Sneaky Snowman
Buggy Breakout Simon and Schuster
Nancy Drew and the Clue Crew are out to find a cupcake culprit! Spring has
sprung in River Heights, along with a brand-new cupcake café! The Lucky
Ladybug, run by twin bakers and celebrities Gwendolyn and Carolyn Porter,
is the talk of the town. Nancy, Bess, and George can’t wait to taste some of
the delicious cupcakes! But on the day of the opening, the ceremony—and the
cupcakes—are ruined by hundreds of live ladybugs that invade the store. It’s

up to Nancy and the Clue Crew to get to the bottom of this cupcake disaster
before the Lucky Lady Bug Cupcake Café has to close for good!
April Fool's Day Simon and Schuster
Help Dink, Josh, and Ruth Rose solve mysteries from A to Z! Kids
love collecting the entire alphabet and super editions! With over 8
million copies in print, the A to Z Mysteries� have been hooking
chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for years. Now this
classic kid favorite is back with a bright new look! Y is for Yacht . . .
There’s trouble in paradise! The kids are having a great time
swimming, snorkeling, and soaking up the sun in Costra. But the
fun is cut short when there’s a robbery on the island. Is the heist
connected to a mysterious yacht docked nearby? It’s up to Dink,
Josh, and Ruth Rose to find out.
The Words in My Hands Simon and Schuster
When Nancy and her friends are going to be in a ballet version of
Cinderella and the special glass slippers go missing, Nancy is
determined to find them before show time.
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